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ABSTRACT
Topology control problems are concerned with the assign-
ment of power values to the nodes of an ad hoc network so
that the power assignment leads to a graph topology satis-
fying some specified properties. This paper considers such
problems under several optimization objectives, including
minimizing the maximum power and minimizing the total
power. A general approach leading to a polynomial algo-
rithm is presented for minimizing maximum power for a class
of graph properties called monotone properties. The diffi-
culty of generalizing the approach to properties that are not
monotone is discussed. Problems involving the minimiza-
tion of total power are known to be NP-complete even for
simple graph properties. A general approach that leads to
an approximation algorithm for minimizing the total power
for some monotone properties is presented. Using this ap-
proach, a new approximation algorithm for the problem of
minimizing the total power for obtaining a 2-node-connected
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graph is obtained. It is shown that this algorithm provides a
constant performance guarantee. Experimental results from
an implementation of the approximation algorithm are also
presented.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
F.2 [Theory of Computation]: ANALYSIS OF ALGO-
RITHMS AND PROBLEM COMPLEXITY
; C.2.1 [COMPUTER-COMMUNICATION NET-

WORKS]: Network Architecture and Design

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Experimentation

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation
An ad hoc network consists of a collection of transceivers.

All communication among these transceivers is based on ra-

dio propagation. For each ordered pair (u, v) of transceivers,

there is a transmission power threshold, denoted by

p(u, v), with the following significance: A signal transmit-

ted by the transceiver u can be received by v only when

the transmission power of u is at least p(u, v). The trans-

mission power threshold for a pair of transceivers depends

on a number of factors including the distance between the

transceivers, the direction of the antenna at the sender, in-

terference, noise, etc. [15].

Given the transmission powers of the transceivers, an ad hoc

network can be represented by a directed graph. The nodes



of this directed graph are in one-to-one correspondence with

the transceivers. A directed edge (u, v) is in this graph if

and only if the transmission power of u is at least the trans-

mission power threshold p(u, v).

The main goal of topology control is to assign transmis-

sion powers to the transceivers so that the resulting directed

graph satisfies some specified properties. Since the battery

power of each transceiver is an expensive resource, it is im-

portant to achieve the goal while minimizing a given func-

tion of the transmission powers assigned to the transceivers.

Examples of desirable graph properties are small diameter,

connectivity, etc. Examples of minimization objectives con-

sidered in the literature are the maximum power assigned to

a transceiver and the total power of all transceivers (the lat-

ter objective is equivalent to minimizing the average power

assigned to a transceiver).

As stated above, the primary motivation for studying topol-

ogy control problems is to make efficient use of the available

power at each node. In addition, using a minimum amount

of power at each node to achieve a given task is also likely

to decrease the MAC layer interference between adjacent

radios. We refer the reader to [12, 14, 15, 18, 20, 22] for a

thorough discussion of the power control issues for ad hoc

networks.

1.2 Formulation of Topology Control Prob-
lems

Topology control problems have been studied under two

graph models. The discussion in Section 1.1 corresponds

to the directed graph model studied in [15]. The undi-

rected graph model proposed in [10] represents the ad hoc

network as an undirected graph in the following manner.

First, the directed graph model for the network is constructed.

Then, for any pair of nodes u and v, whenever both the di-

rected edges (u, v) and (v, u) are present, this pair of directed

edges is replaced by a single undirected edge {u, v}. All of
the remaining directed edges are deleted. Under this model,

the goal of a topology control problem is to assign trans-

mission powers to nodes such that the resulting undirected

graph has a specified property and a given function of the

powers assigned to nodes is minimized. Note that the di-

rected graph model allows two-way communication between

some pairs of nodes and one-way communication between

other pairs of nodes. In contrast, every edge in the undi-

rected graph model corresponds to a two-way communica-

tion.

In general, a topology control problem can be specified by

a triple of the form 〈M , P, O 〉. In such a specification, M ∈
{Dir, Undir} represents the graph model, P represents the
desired graph property and O represents the minimization

objective. For the problems considered in this paper O ∈
{MaxP, TotalP} (abbreviations of Max Power and Total
Power). For example, consider the 〈Dir, Strongly Con-

nected, MaxP〉 problem. Here, powers must be assigned
to transceivers so that the resulting directed graph is strongly

connected and the maximum power assigned to a transceiver

is minimized. Similarly, the 〈Undir, 2-NC, TotalP〉 prob-
lem seeks to assign powers to the transceivers so that the

resulting undirected graph has a node connectivity (see be-

low for definition) of (at least) 2 and the sum of the powers

assigned to all transceivers is minimized.

2. ADDITIONAL DEFINITIONS
This section collects together the definitions of some graph

theoretic and algorithmic terms used throughout this paper.

Given an undirected graph G(V,E), an edge subgraph

G′(V,E′) of G has all of the nodes of G and the edge set E′

is a subset of E. Further, if G is an edge weighted graph,

the weight of each edge in G′ is the same as it is in G.
The node connectivity of an undirected graph is the

smallest number of nodes that must be deleted from the

graph so that the resulting graph is disconnected. The edge

connectivity of an undirected graph is the smallest num-

ber of edges that must be deleted from the graph so that

the resulting graph is disconnected. For example, a tree has

node and edge connectivities equal to 1 while a simple cy-

cle has node and edge connectivities equal to 2. When the

node (edge) connectivity of a graph is greater than or equal

to k, the graph is said to be k-node connected (k-edge

connected). Given an undirected graph, polynomial algo-

rithms are known for finding its node and edge connectivities

[21].

The main results of this paper use the following definition.

Definition 2.1. A property P of the (directed or undi-

rected) graph associated with an ad hoc network is mono-

tone if the property continues to hold even when the powers

assigned to some nodes are increased while the powers as-

signed to the other nodes remain unchanged.

Example: For any k ≥ 1, the property k-Node Con-

nected (abbreviated as k-NC) for undirected graphs is mono-

tone since increasing the powers of some nodes while keeping

the powers of other nodes unchanged may only add edges to

the graph. However, properties such as Acyclic or Bipar-

tite are not monotone.

Some of the topology control problems considered in this

paper are NP-complete. For such problems, we study ap-

proximation algorithms. In this context, an approximation

algorithm provides a performance guarantee of ρ if for

every instance of the problem, the solution produced by the

approximation algorithm is within the multiplicative factor

of ρ of the optimal solution. A polynomial time approx-

imation scheme (PTAS) is an approximation algorithm

that, given a problem instance and an accuracy requirement

ε, produces a solution that is within a factor 1 + ε of the

optimal solution.



3. PREVIOUS WORK AND SUMMARY OF
RESULTS

3.1 Previous Work
The form of topology control problems considered in this

paper was proposed by Ramanathan and Rosales-Hain [15].

They presented efficient algorithms for two topology control

problems, namely 〈Undir, 1-NC, MaxP〉 and 〈Undir, 2-

NC, MaxP〉. After determining the minimum value for the
objective, their algorithms also reduce the power assigned to

each transceiver such that each power level is minimal while

maintaining the desired graph property. In addition, they

presented efficient distributed heuristics for these problems.

Several groups of researchers have studied the 〈Undir, 1-

NC, TotalP〉 problem [1, 2, 3, 10]. Reference [1] proves
that the problem is NP-hard and presents an approxima-

tion algorithm with a performance guarantee of 2. The

other references consider a geometric version of the prob-

lem along with a symmetry assumption concerning trans-

mission power thresholds. More precisely, these references

assume the following: (a) Each transceiver is located at

some point of d-dimensional Euclidean space. (b) For any

pair of transceivers u and v, p(u, v) = p(v, u) = the Eu-

clidean distance between the locations of u and v. For a

justification of this model, see Kirousis et al [10]. They

show that the 〈Undir, 1-NC, TotalP〉 problem is NP-
hard when transceivers are located in 3-dimensional space.

They also present an approximation algorithm with a per-

formance guarantee of 2 for the problem in any metric space.

In addition, they provide some results for the 1-dimensional

version of the 〈Undir, 1-NC, TotalP〉 problem where

there is an additional constraint on the diameter of the re-

sulting undirected graph. Clementi et al [2] show that the

2-dimensional version of the 〈Undir, 1-NC, TotalP〉
problem remains NP-hard. They also show that the 2-

dimensional version with a diameter constraint can be ef-

ficiently approximated to within some constant factor and

that the 3-dimensional version does not have a polynomial

time approximation scheme.

Researchers have also addressed other versions of topology

control problems. Hu [7] proposed a distributed algorithm

based on Delaunay triangulation to maintain connectivity.

However, that paper does not address the issue of assign-

ing transmission powers to nodes. Radoplu and Meng [14]

present a distributed protocol for maintaining strong con-

nectivity in a network with mobile nodes. The networks

generated by their protocol include minimum-energy paths

(i.e., paths that allow messages to be transmitted using a

minimum amount of energy) from each node to a designated

master node. Wattenhofer et al [22] discuss a cone-based

distributed algorithm for topology control; their algorithm

generates a power assignment which ensures that the size

of the node set that remains connected under this power

assignment is the same as the one in which every node is

assigned the full power. Li and Halpern [11] improve upon

the protocol of [14] by proposing another protocol; given a

network G, the new protocol creates a subnetwork G′ such
that whenever there is a path between a pair of nodes in G,

there is a minimum-energy path between them in G′. Li et
al [12] provide a more detailed analysis of the protocol of [22]

and establish a precise bound on the angle of the cone that

ensures connectivity. They also establish several properties

of the protocol in [22].

3.2 Summary of Main Results
The main results of this paper are the following.

1. We show that for any monotone graph property P

that can be tested in polynomial time for undirected

(directed) graphs, the problem 〈Undir, P, MaxP〉
(〈Dir, P, MaxP〉) can be solved in polynomial time.
This generalizes some of the results in [15] where ef-

ficient algorithms were presented for two monotone

properties, namely 1-Node Connected and 2-Node

Connected.

2. We established that there are non-monotone and effi-

ciently testable properties (e.g. Graph is a tree) for

which the problem of minimizing the maximum power

is NP-complete. This result shows that, in general,

if the monotonicity condition is eliminated, then ob-

taining an efficient algorithm for minimizing maximum

power may not be possible.

3. As mentioned above, for any monotone and efficiently

testable property P, a solution that minimizes the max-

imum power can be obtained in polynomial time. How-

ever, if we introduce the additional requirement that

the number of nodes that use the maximum power

must also be minimized, we show that there are mono-

tone properties for which the resulting problem is NP-

complete.

4. We present a general approach for developing approxi-

mation algorithms forNP-hard topology control prob-

lems under the Total Power minimization objective

when the power threshold values are symmetric. The

approximation results of [1, 10] are special cases of

this general approach. As an illustration of our gen-

eral approach, we present a constant factor approxi-

mation algorithm for the 〈Undir, 2-NC, TotalP〉
problem. No approximation algorithm was previously

known for this problem. In analyzing this approxima-

tion algorithm, we use some properties of critically 2-

node connected graphs [5, 13, 23]. By a minor modifi-

cation to this approximation algorithm, we also obtain

a constant factor approximation algorithm for produc-

ing 2-edge-connected graphs.



5. Finally, we present experimental results obtained from

an implementation of the above approximation algo-

rithm and compare its performance with an algorithm

discussed in [15].

4. RESULTS FOR MINIMIZING MAXIMUM
POWER

In this section, we present our results for theMax Power

objective. We begin with a general algorithm for the topol-

ogy control problem where the graph property is both mono-

tone and polynomial time testable. Next, we give an exam-

ple of a non-monotone property for which the problem of

minimizing the maximum power is NP-complete. Finally,

we show that the additional requirement of minimizing the

number of nodes that use the maximum power also renders

the problem NP-complete even for certain monotone prop-

erties.

4.1 An Algorithm for Monotone and Ef£ciently
Testable Properties

We begin with a simple lemma that points out the useful-

ness of monotonicity.

Lemma 4.1. For any instance of 〈Undir, P, MaxP〉
and 〈Dir, P, MaxP〉 where the graph property P is mono-

tone, there is an optimal solution in which all of the nodes

are assigned the same power value.

Proof: Consider an optimal solution to the given instance

where the nodes don’t necessarily have the same power val-

ues. Let Q denote the maximum power assigned to any

node. Since the graph property is monotone, for any node

whose power value is less than Q, we can increase it to Q

without destroying the property.

Theorem 4.1. For any graph property P that is mono-

tone and that can be tested in polynomial time, the problems

〈Undir, P, MaxP〉 and 〈Dir, P, MaxP〉 can be solved

in polynomial time.

Proof: We will present the proof for 〈Dir, P, MaxP〉.
(The proof for 〈Undir, P, MaxP〉 is virtually identical.)
Consider an instance of 〈Dir, P, MaxP〉. By Lemma 4.1,

there is an optimal solution in which every transceiver is as-

signed the same power value. We can estimate the number

of candidate optimal power values as follows. Let T denote

the set of all transceivers in the system and let |T | = n. Con-
sider any transceiver u ∈ T . The number of different power
values that need to be considered for u is at most n−1, since
at most one new power value is needed for each transceiver

in T − {u}. Therefore, for all of the n transceivers, the to-
tal number of candidate power values to be considered is

n(n− 1) = O(n2).

For each candidate power value, the corresponding di-

rected graph can be constructed in O(n2) time. Let FP(n)

denote the time needed to test whether property P holds

for a directed graph with n nodes. Thus, the time needed

to test whether property P holds for each candidate solu-

tion value is O(n2 + FP(n)). An optimal solution can be

obtained by sorting the O(n2) candidate solution values

and using binary search to determine the smallest value for

which property P holds. Since the number of candidate so-

lution values is O(n2), the time taken by the sorting step

is O(n2 log n). The binary search would try O(log n) can-

didate solution values and the time spent for testing each

candidate is O(n2 + FP(n)). Thus, the total running time

of this algorithm is O((n2 + FP(n)) log n). Since FP(n) is a

polynomial, the algorithm runs in polynomial time.

As an illustration of the above theorem, let P denote the

property 2-Node Connected for undirected graphs. It is

known that this property can be tested in O(n2) time for

a graph with n nodes [21]. For this property, the general

algorithm outlined in the proof of Theorem 4.1 yields an al-

gorithm with a running time of O(n2 log n). This running

time matches the time of the algorithm given in [15]. How-

ever, it should be noted that the algorithm in [15] not only

finds an optimal solution but also reduces the power of each

transceiver so that the power levels are minimal. There is

no increase in their asymptotic running time.

Instead of requiring the entire graph to be connected, one

may require connectivity only for a specified subset of the

nodes. Such a requirement arises in the context of multicast-

ing (see for example [19]). Connectedness of a specified sub-

set of nodes can be seen to be a monotone property. Thus,

the general approach presented above leads to a polynomial

time algorithm for this property as well.

4.2 Dif£culty of Generalizing to Non-monotone
Properties

We now show that there is a natural non-monotone graph

property for which the problem of minimizing the maximum

power is NP-complete. As mentioned earlier, this result

points out that if the monotonicity requirement is omitted,

then an efficient algorithm for minimizing maximum power

may not be possible.

The property that we use for this purpose is “G is a Tree”.

Surprisingly, we show that this property makes the topology

control problem NP-complete even without any minimiza-

tion objective. The proof of Lemma 4.2 utilizes a reduc-

tion from the following problem, which is known to be NP-

complete [6].

Exact Cover by 3-Sets (X3C)

Instance: A set S = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} of elements, where n =
3r for some integer r; a collection C = {C1, C2, . . . , Cm} of
subsets of S such that |Cj | = 3, 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
Question: Does C contain an exact cover for S, that is, is

there a subcollection C′ of C such that the sets in C′ are
pairwise disjoint and their union is equal to S?



We note that whenever there is a solution to an instance

of X3C, the number of sets in the solution is exactly r (i.e.

n/3).

Lemma 4.2. To find a power assignment such that the

resulting undirected graph G is a tree is NP-complete.

By abuse of terminology, we use 〈Undir, Tree, *〉 to
denote this problem.

Proof: In the 〈Undir, Tree, *〉 problem, we are given
a collection of nodes, and a (symmetric) power threshold

p(u, v) for each pair of nodes. The question is whether there

exists a power assignment such that the graph induced by

the power assignment is a tree.

It is easy to see that 〈Undir, Tree, *〉 is in NP since
one can guess a power assignment and verify in polynomial

time that the resulting graph is a tree. We prove the NP-

hardness of the problem by a reduction from X3C (defined

above).

Given an instance I of X3C consisting of a set S with n

elements and a collection C of m subsets, we construct an

instance I ′ of the 〈Undir, Tree, *〉 problem as follows.
The node set V of I ′ contains a total of n + m + 1 nodes:
There is one node (called an element node) ui correspond-

ing to each element xi of S (thus, there are totally 3r element

nodes), one node (called a set node) vj corresponding to

each set Cj of C (thus, there are totally m set nodes), and

a special node (called the root node) denoted by R. The

power thresholds are chosen as follows. (The reader should

bear in mind that the power thresholds are symmetric; that

is, for any pair of nodes u and v, p(u, v) = p(v, u).)

p(R, vj) = 1 (1 ≤ j ≤ m).
p(ui, vj) = 2 if xi ∈ Cj , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m.

For all other pairs of nodes, the power thresholds are set

to 3. This completes the construction of the instance I ′ of
〈Undir, Tree, *〉. It is easy to verify that the construction
can be carried out in polynomial time. We now argue that

there is a solution to the 〈Undir, Tree, *〉 instance if and
only if there is a solution to the X3C instance.

If: Suppose the X3C instance has a solution C′. We choose
the following power assignment: p(R) = 1, p(ui) = 2 (1 ≤
i ≤ n), p(vj) = 2 if Cj is in C

′ and p(vj) = 1 otherwise

(1 ≤ j ≤ m). It can be seen that the graph G resulting from
this power assignment contains only the following edges:

(a) The edge {R, vj}, for each j, 1 ≤ j ≤ m.

(b) For each node vj whose corresponding set Cj is in C
′,

there are edges from vj to the three nodes correspond-

ing to the elements in Cj .

By choosing R as the root and using the fact that C′ is
an exact cover, it can be verified that G is a tree: The

root node R is adjacent to each of the set nodes; and, each

element node appears as one of the three children of a set

node corresponding to a subset in the collection C′.
Only if: Now, suppose the 〈Undir, Tree, *〉 instance has
a solution. Let p(x) denote the power assigned to node x and

let G denote the graph induced by the power assignment.

We first observe that p(R) ≥ 1; otherwise, R would be

an isolated node and thus G cannot be a tree. Similarly,

p(vj) ≥ 1 for every set node vj and p(ui) ≥ 2 for every

element node ui. As a consequence, the root node R is

adjacent to each of the set nodes v1, v2, . . ., vm, and the

maximum power assigned is at least 2. Therefore, there are

two cases to consider:

Case 1. The maximum power assigned is 2.

Let X = {vjk : p(vjk) = 2}. We claim that the collection
C′ = {Cjk : vjk ∈ X} is an exact cover for S. We prove this
by first showing that each element xi appears in some subset

of C′. To see this, we note that the graph G is connected
(since it is a tree). Thus, there is at least one edge from

the element node ui (corresponding to element xi) to some

other node of G. Since the maximum power assigned to any

node is 2 and the power threshold for the element node ui

to have an edge to R or an edge to any other element node

is 3, ui must be adjacent to a set node vj . Further, because

the threshold values are symmetric, p(vj) = 2. Thus, vj ∈
X and the corresponding subset Cj is in C

′. Hence, each
element appears in some subset in the collection C′.
We now show that the subsets in the collection C′ are

pairwise disjoint. Suppose some pair of subsets Ca and Cb

in C′ have a common element xi. By our choice of C
′, the

power values assigned to the corresponding set nodes va and

vb are both 2. Further, the power assigned to node ui is also

2. Thus, in the graph G, ui is adjacent to both va and vb.

As observed earlier, the root node R is adjacent to both va

and vb. Now, the four edges {R, va}, {va, ui}, {ui, vb} and
{vb, R} create a cycle in G. This contradicts the assumption
that G is a tree. So, the subsets in C′ are pairwise disjoint,
and C′ is indeed an exact cover for S.
Case 2. The maximum power assigned is 3.

First, note that at most two nodes can have power 3,

since if three nodes have power 3, then they are mutually

adjacent, and thus G is not a tree.

Second, if the power assignment is as in the following

cases, we argue that there is an equivalent assignment in

which the maximum power is 2. These cases are: only one

node has power 3; R and one set node vi have power 3; and,

one element node ui and one set node vj have power 3 where

xi ∈ Cj . In any of these cases, the resulting graph G has no

edge with power threshold 3, so an assignment with maxi-

mum power 2 can be obtained by reducing the power level

of the nodes with power 3 while keeping the assignments

to all of the other nodes unchanged. The induced graph

doesn’t change. Thus, the new assignment is a solution with

maximum power 2 to the instance of 〈Undir, Tree, *〉.



Following the argument in Case 1, a solution to X3C can be

constructed.

Finally, we claim that there are no such valid power as-

signments in the remaining cases (i.e. R and ui have power

3; vi and vj have power 3; ui and uj have power 3; or, ui

and vj have power 3 where xi /∈ Cj). The reasons are the

following:

1. If two set nodes vi and vj have power 3, then the edges

{R, vi}, {R, vj} and {vi, vj} form a cycle.
2. If the root node R and one element node ui have power

3, the edge {R, ui} is in G. Therefore, edge{ui, vj}, 1 ≤ j ≤
m, is not in G, otherwise R, ui, and vj form a cycle. Recall

that p(ui) ≥ 2 for every element node ui, therefore each vj

with power 2 is linked with exactly 3 element nodes. No two

set nodes can linked with the same element node, otherwise

those three nodes and R form a cycle. Hence, totally 3k

(where k is the number of set nodes with power 2) element

nodes are linked to some set node. Further, no element

nodes can link with each other since the power thresholds

between such nodes are 3. This implies that there are 3k+1

element nodes. There is a contradiction because we know in

this instance of 〈Undir, Tree, *〉, the number of element
nodes is a multiple of 3.

3. If two element nodes ui and uj have power 3, the edge

{ui, uj} is in G. Recall that all set nodes have to be linked
with R, so one and only one of ui and uj is linked with a

set node. Suppose it is ui. We know from above that 3k

element nodes are linked with some set node. So, together

with uj , there are 3k + 1 element nodes - a contradiction.

4. If one element node ui and one set node vj have power

3, where xi /∈ Cj , then ui is linked with vj . Therefore, there

are 4 nodes linked with vj , which are ui and three element

nodes whose corresponding elements are in set Cj . Hence,

there are totally 3k+1 element nodes - a contradiction.

This completes the proof of the case 2 as well as that of

Lemma 4.2.

Theorem 4.2. There is a non-monotone property P for

which 〈Undir, P, MaxP〉 is NP-complete.

Proof: Let P denote the property “G is a Tree”. It is

clear that 〈Undir, P, MaxP〉 is in NP because given a
power assignment the required conditions can be verified in

polynomial time. Further, the NP-hardness follows from

Lemma 4.2.

4.3 Dif£culty of Minimizing the Number of
Nodes of Maximum Power

An extension of 〈Undir, P, MaxP〉 for monotone graph
properties is explored in this section. While such problems

can be solved efficiently, our algorithm in Section 4.1 assigns

the maximum power value to all of the nodes. From a prac-

tical point of view, it is important to reduce the number of

nodes with maximum power without affecting the required

property. In this section, we show that this additional re-

quirement renders the problem NP-complete even for cer-

tain monotone graph properties. A formal statement of the

problem is as follows.

Minimizing Max-power Users

Instance: A positive integer M ; a positive number P (max-

power); a node set V ; a power threshold function p associ-

ated with V (∀u, v ∈ V , p(u, v) is the power threshold); and
a graph property P.

Question: Does there exist a power assignment where the

power assigned to each node is at most P and the number

of the nodes that are assigned power P is at most M , such

that the resulting undirected graph G satisfies P?

Theorem 4.3. There is a monotone and polynomial time

testable property P for which the problemMinimizingMax-

power Users is NP-complete.

Proof sketch: Let P be the property “the diameter of

G is less than or equal to 6”. This property implies

that in G, each node is at most 6 hops away from any other

node. Obviously, P is monotone, and can be tested in O(N3)

time by using the Floyd-Warshall algorithm, where N is the

number of nodes in the graph G [4]. We now show that for

P,Minimizing Max-power Users is NP-complete using

a reduction from Set-covering, a well-known NP-complete

problem [6].

Set-covering

Instance: A positive integer K; a set A = {a1, a2, . . . , an}; a
set F = {f1, f2, . . . , fm}, where fi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m is a subset of
A and ∀ai ∈ A, ∃fj ∈ F , such that ai ∈ fj . Without loss of

generality, suppose all fi, 1 ≤ i ≤ m are non-empty.
Question: Does there exist a set S ⊆ F , with |S| ≤ K, where
∀ai ∈ A, ∃s ∈ S, such that ai ∈ s?
It is obvious that Minimizing Max-power Users is in

NP since P can be tested in polynomial time. We now

outline a reduction from Set-covering to prove the NP-

hardness of the problem.

Given an instance I of Set-covering, map each element

ai of A to a node ui and map each fi of F to a node

vi. Further, our instance I
′ of Minimizing Max-power

Users also contains four special nodes: w, s1, s2, s3. The

power threshold function p is defined as follows (note that

the power thresholds are symmetric):

p(ui, vj) = 1 if ai ∈ fj

p(w, vj) = P (1 ≤ j ≤ m)
p(w, s1) = p(s1, s2) = p(s2, s3) = 1.

For any other pair of nodes x and y, p(x, y) = P + 1. The

value of M is set to K +1. This completes the construction

of an instance I ′ ofMinimizing Max-power Users. It is

clear that the construction can be done in polynomial time.



The proof that there is a solution to theMinimizing Max-

power Users instance if and only if there is a solution to

Set-covering is omitted.

5. A GENERAL APPROACH FOR MINIMIZ-
ING TOTAL POWER

5.1 Approximating Minimum Total Power
Topology control problems in which the minimization ob-

jective is the total power tend to be computationally in-

tractable. For example, the problem is NP-hard even for

the (simple) property 1-Node-Connected [10]. A com-

mon way of coping with such problems is to develop poly-

nomial time approximation algorithms for them. In this

section, we present a general outline for such an approxi-

mation algorithm for topology control problems of the form

〈Undir, P, TotalP〉. We observe that this general outline
encompasses the approximation algorithm for 〈Undir, 1-

NC, TotalP〉 presented in [10]. Based on the general out-
line, we also develop an approximation algorithm with a con-

stant performance guarantee for 〈Undir, 2-NC, TotalP〉.
A slight modification of this algorithm yields an approx-

imation algorithm for the problem of obtaining a 2-edge-

connected graph while minimizing total power.

In presenting our general scheme, we assume (as done in

Section 4.1) that the property P to be satisfied by the graph

is monotone and that the property can be tested in polyno-

mial time. We also assume symmetric power thresholds as

in [2, 3, 10]; that is, for any pair of transceivers u and v, the

power thresholds p(u, v) and p(v, u) are equal.

An outline for our general approximation algorithm (called

Heuristic Gen-Total-Power) is shown in Figure 1. Note

that Steps 1 and 3 of the outline can be implemented in

polynomial time. The time complexity of Step 2 depends

crucially on the property P. For some properties such as 1-

Node Connected, Step 2 can be done in polynomial time.

For other properties such as 2-Node Connected, Step 2

cannot be done in polynomial time unless P = NP [6]. In

such cases, an efficient algorithm that produces an approxi-

mately minimum solution can be used in Step 2. The follow-

ing theorem proves the correctness of the general approach

and establishes its performance guarantee as a function of

some parameters that depend on property P and the ap-

proximation algorithm used in Step 2 of the general outline.

Theorem 5.1. For monotone property P, let I be an in-

stance of 〈Undir, P, TotalP〉. Let OPT (I) and GTP (I)
denote respectively the total power assigned to the nodes in

an optimal solution and in a solution produced by Heuristic

Gen-Total-Power for the instance I.

(i) The graph G′′ resulting from the power assignment pro-

duced by the heuristic (i.e. step 3) satisfies P.

Input: An instance I of 〈Undir, P, TotalP〉 where the
property P is monotone and polynomial time testable.

Output: A power value π(u) for each transceiver u such
that the graph induced by the power assignment satisfies
property P and the total power assigned to all nodes is as
small as possible.

Steps:

1. From the given problem instance, construct the
following undirected complete edge weighted graph
Gc(V,Ec). The node set V is in one-to-one correspon-
dence with the set of transceivers. The weight of every
edge {u, v} in Ec is equal to the power threshold value
p(u, v) (which is also equal to p(v, u) by the symmetry
assumption).

2. Construct an edge subgraph G′(V,E′) of Gc such that
G′ satisfies property P and the total weight of the edges
in E′ is minimum among all edge subgraphs of Gc

satisfying property P.

3. For each node (transceiver) u, assign a power value
π(u) equal to the weight of the largest edge incident
on u.

Figure 1: Outline of Heuristic Gen-Total-Power for
Approximating Total Power

(ii) Consider the complete graph Gc(V,Ec) constructed in

Step 1 of the heuristic. Let H(V,EH) be an edge sub-

graph of Gc with minimum total edge weight satisfying

property P and let W (H) denote the total edge weight

of H. Let Step 2 of the heuristic produce an edge sub-

graph G′(V,E′) of G with total edge weight W (G′).
Suppose there are quantities α > 0 and β > 0 such

that

(a) W (H) ≤ αOPT (I) and
(b) W (G′) ≤ βW (H),

then GTP (I) ≤ 2αβ OPT (I). In other words, Heuris-

tic Gen-Total-Power provides a performance guar-

antee of 2αβ.

Before proceeding to the proof of this result, we illustrate

its use by discussing how the 2-approximation algorithm pre-

sented in [10] for the 〈Undir, 1-NC, TotalP〉 problem
can be derived from the above general outline. In Step 2

they use an efficient algorithm for constructing a minimum

spanning tree of Gc. They also show that the total power

assigned by any optimal solution is at least the weight of

a minimum spanning tree of Gc. Thus, using the notation

of Theorem 5.1, α = β = 1 for their approximation algo-

rithm. Since 1-Node-Connected is a monotone property,

it follows from Theorem 5.1 that the performance guarantee

provided by their algorithm is 2.



Proof of Theorem 5.1:

Part (i): The edge subgraph G′(V,E′) constructed in
Step 2 of the heuristic satisfies property P. We show that

every edge in E′ is also in the subgraph G′′ induced by the
power assignment produced in Step 3. Then, even if G′′

has other edges, the monotonicity of P allows us to conclude

that G′′ satisfies P.
Consider an edge {u, v} with weight p(u, v) in E′. Re-

call that p(u, v) is the minimum power threshold for the

existence of edge {u, v} and that the power thresholds are
symmetric. Since Step 3 assigns to each node the maxi-

mum of the weights of edges incident on that node, we have

π(u) ≥ p(u, v) and π(v) ≥ p(u, v). Therefore, the graph

G′′ induced by the power assignment also contains the edge
{u, v} and this completes the proof of Part (i).
Part (ii): By conditions (a) and (b) in the statement of

the theorem, we have W (G′) ≤ αβ OPT (I). We observe

that GTP (I) ≤ 2W (G′). This is because in Step 3 of the
heuristic, the weight of any edge is assigned to at most two

nodes (namely, the endpoints of the edge). Combining the

two inequalities, we get GTP (I) ≤ 2αβ OPT (I), and this

completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.

5.2 A New Approximation Algorithm
This section presents an approximation algorithm for the

〈Undir, 2-NC, TotalP〉 problem. This algorithm is de-
rived from the general approach outlined in Figure 1. We

note that the property 2-Node-Connected is monotone.

The following notation is used throughout this section. I

denotes the given instance of 〈Undir, 2-NC, TotalP〉
with n transceivers. For each transceiver u, π∗(u) denotes
the power assigned to u in an optimal solution. Further,

OPT (I) denotes the sum of the powers assigned to the nodes

in an optimal solution.

We obtain an approximation algorithm for the 〈Undir, 2-

NC, TotalP〉 problem from the outline of Figure 1 by us-
ing an approximation algorithm from [8] for the minimum

weight 2-Node-Connected subgraph problem in Step 2 of

the outline. This approximation algorithm provides a per-

formance guarantee of (2+1/n). Using the notation of The-

orem 5.1, we have β ≤ (2 + 1/n).
We also show (see Lemma 5.1 below) that for the complete

edge weighted graph Gc(V,Ec) constructed from I in Step 1

of the outline, there is an edge subgraph G1(V,E1) such that

G1 is 2-Node-Connected and the total weight W (G1) of

the edges in G1 is at most (2 − 2/n)OPT (I). Again, us-
ing the notation of Theorem 5.1, this result implies that

α ≤ (2−2/n). Thus, once we establish Lemma 5.1, it would
follow from Theorem 5.1 that the performance guarantee of

the resulting approximation algorithm for the 〈Undir, 2-

NC, TotalP〉 problem is 2 (2 − 2/n) (2 + 1/n), which ap-
proaches 8 asymptotically from below. The remainder of

this section is devoted to the formal statement and proof of

Lemma 5.1.

Lemma 5.1. Let I denote an instance of the 〈Undir, 2-

NC, TotalP〉 problem with n transceivers. Let OPT (I)

denote the total power assigned to the transceivers in an op-

timal solution to I. Let Gc(V,Ec) denote the complete graph

constructed in Step 1 of Heuristic Gen- Total- Power.

There is an edge subgraph G1(V,E1) of Gc such that G1

is 2-Node-Connected and the total weight W (G1) of the

edges in G1 is at most (2− 2/n)OPT (I).

Our proof of Lemma 5.1 begins with an optimal power

assignment to instance I and constructs the graph G1 satis-

fying the properties mentioned in the above statement. This

construction relies on several definitions and known results

from graph theory. We begin with the necessary definitions.
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Figure 2: A simple cycle 〈v1, v2, v3, v4, v5, v6, v1〉 with
two chords {v1, v5} and {v3, v6}.

Definition 5.1. Let G(V,E) be an undirected graph. Sup-

pose the node sequence 〈v1, v2, v3, . . ., vk, v1〉 forms a sim-

ple cycle C of length at least 4 in G. Any edge {vi, vj} of G

(1 ≤ i �= j ≤ k) which is not in C is a chord.

Figure 2 shows a simple cycle of length 6 with two chords.

Definition 5.2. An undirected graph G(V,E) is criti-

cally 2-Node-Connected if it satisfies both of the follow-

ing conditions.

(i) G is 2-Node-Connected.



(ii) For every edge e ∈ E, the subgraph of G obtained by

deleting the edge e is not 2-Node-Connected.

For example, a simple cycle on three or more nodes is

critically 2-Node-Connected. This is because such a cycle

is 2-Node-Connected, and deleting any edge of the cycle

yields a simple path which is not 2-Node-Connected.

A number of properties of critically 2-Node-Connected

graphs have been established in the literature (see for exam-

ple, [5, 13, 23]). We use the following property in proving

Lemma 5.1.

Theorem 5.2. If a graph G is critically 2 - Node -Conn-

ected then no cycle of G has a chord.

For a proof of the above1 theorem, see [5, 13].

We also use some terminology associated with Depth-

First-Search (DFS) [4]. When DFS is carried out on a con-

nected undirected graph G(V,E), a spanning tree T (V,ET )

is produced. Each edge in T is called a tree edge. Each

tree edge joins a child to its parent. An ancestor of a node

u in T is a node which is not the parent of u but which is

encountered in the path from u to the root of T . Each edge

in E − ET is called a back edge. Each back edge joins a

node u to an ancestor of u in T . The following lemma estab-

lishes a simple property of back edges that arise when DFS

is carried out on a critically 2-Node-Connected graph.

Lemma 5.2. Let G(V, E) be a critically 2 - Node - Con-

nected graph and let T (V,ET ) be a spanning tree for G

produced using DFS. For any node u, there is at most one

back edge from u to an ancestor of u in T .

Proof: The proof is by contradiction. Suppose a node u has

two or more back edges. Let v and w be two ancestors of u

in T such that both {u, v} and {u,w} are back edges. Note
that these two edges are in G. Without loss of generality,

let w be encountered before v in the path in T from the root

to u in T . The path from w to u in T together with the

edge {u, w} forms a cycle in G. By our choice of w, this
cycle also includes the node v. Therefore, the edge {u, v} is
a chord in the cycle. This contradicts the assumption that

G is critically 2-Node-Connected since by Theorem 5.2,

no cycle in G can have a chord. The lemma follows.

We now prove several additional lemmas that are used in

our proof of Lemma 5.1. Consider the given instance I of

the 〈Undir, 2-NC, TotalP〉 problem and let V denote the
set of transceivers. Fix an optimal solution to the instance

I and let p∗ denote the maximum power value assigned to a
node in this optimal solution. Let the chosen optimal power

assignment induce the graph G∗(V,E∗). Note that G∗ is
2-Node-Connected. Let G∗

1(V,E
∗
1 ) be an edge subgraph

1It should be noted that the graph theoretic terminology
used in [5, 13] is different from ours. The statement of The-
orem 5.2 given above is from [23].

of G∗ such that G∗
1 is critically 2-Node-Connected. (Such

a subgraph can be obtained by starting with G∗ and repeat-
edly removing edges until no further edge deletion is possible

without violating the 2-Node-Connected property.) For

each edge {u, v} of G∗
1, we assign a weight w1(u, v) as fol-

lows.

1. Let r be a node such that π∗(r) = p∗. Using r as
the root, perform a DFS of G∗

1. Let T (V,ET ) be the

resulting spanning tree. Thus, each edge of G∗
1 is either

a tree edge or a back edge.

2. For each tree edge {u, v} where v is the parent of u,
let w1(u, v) = π

∗(u).

3. For each back edge {u, v} where v is an ancestor of u,
let w1(u, v) = π

∗(u).

The following lemma bounds the total weight W1(G
∗
1) of all

the edges in G∗
1 under the edge weight function w1 chosen

above.

Lemma 5.3. W1(G
∗
1) ≤ (2− 2/n)OPT (I).

Proof: As mentioned above, each edge of G∗
1 is either a tree

edge or a back edge. Consider the tree edges first. For each

tree edge {u, v}, where v is the parent of u, w1(u, v) = π
∗(u).

Thus, the weight π∗(u) is assigned to at most one tree edge
(namely, the edge that joins u to the parent of u if any in

T ). The power value of the root r in the optimal solution,

namely p∗, is not assigned to any tree edge (since the root
has no parent). Thus, the total weight of all of the tree edges

under the weight function w1 is bounded by OPT (I)− p∗.
Now consider the back edges. For each back edge {u, v},

where v is an ancestor of u, w1(u, v) = π
∗(u). Since G∗

1 is

critically 2-Node-Connected, by Lemma 5.2, each node

has at most one back edge to an ancestor. Thus, the weight

π∗(u) is assigned to at most one back edge. Again, the
power value p∗ of the root r in the optimal solution is not
assigned to any back edge. Thus, the total weight of all of

the back edges under the weight function w1 is also bounded

by OPT (I)− p∗.
Therefore, the total weight W1(G

∗
1) of all of the edges in

G∗
1 under the edge weight function w1 is at most 2OPT (I)−
2 p∗. Since p∗ is the largest power value assigned to a node
in the optimal solution, p∗ is at least OPT (I)/n. Hence,
W1(G

∗
1) is bounded by (2− 2/n)OPT (I) as required.

The following lemma relates the weight w1(u, v) of an edge

{u, v} to the power threshold p(u, v) needed for the existence
of the edge. The proof of this lemma is omitted.

Lemma 5.4. For any edge {u, v} in G∗
1, p(u, v) ≤ w1(u, v).

We are now ready to complete the proof of Lemma 5.1.

Proof of Lemma 5.1: Starting from an optimal power as-

signment to the instance I , construct the graph G∗
1(V,E

∗
1 ) as



described above. Since the graph Gc constructed in Step 1 of

the heuristic (Figure 1) is a complete graph, every edge in G∗
1

is also in Gc. Consider the edge subgraph G1(V,E1) of Gc

where E1 = E
∗
1 . Since G

∗
1 is 2-Node-Connected, so is G1.

By Lemma 5.4, for each edge {u, v} in E1, p(u, v) ≤ w1(u, v).

Therefore, the total weight W (G1) of all of the edges in

G1 under the edge weight function p is at most W1(G
∗
1).

By Lemma 5.3, W1(G
∗
1) is bounded by (2 − 2/n)OPT (I).

Therefore, W (G1) is also bounded by (2 − 2/n)OPT (I).
In other words, the edge subgraph G1(V,E1) is 2-Node-

connected and the total weight of all its edges is at most

(2− 2/n)OPT (I). This completes the proof of Lemma 5.1.

The following is a direct consequence of the above discus-

sion.

Theorem 5.3. There is a polynomial time approximation

algorithm with a performance guarantee of 2 (2 − 2/n) (2 +
1/n) (which approaches 8 asymptotically from below) for the

〈Undir, 2-NC, TotalP〉 problem.

Finally, we complete this section with an analogous result

for two edge connectivity:

Theorem 5.4. There is a polynomial time approximation

algorithm with a performance guarantee of 8(1−1/n) (which
approaches 8 asymptotically from below) for the 〈Undir, 2-

EC, TotalP〉 problem.

The proof (omitted here) is similar to that for Theorem 5.3

and utilizes a 2-approximation algorithm of [9] for the min-

imum cost 2-Edge-connected subgraph problem.

5.3 Experimental Results

5.3.1 Overview

In the preceding sections, we established that our algo-

rithm for 〈Undir, 2-NC, TotalP〉 has an approximation
ratio of 8. In this section, we report on the experimen-

tal performance of this algorithm through computer simula-

tions. Since there are no existing approximation algorithms

specifically for 〈Undir, 2-NC, TotalP〉, in the experi-
ments described here we compare the performance of our

algorithm with Ramanathan and Rosales-Hain’s algorithm

in [15]. Recall that the algorithm finds an optimum solution

for the 〈Undir, 2-NC, MaxP〉 in which the power level of
each node is minimal.

5.3.2 Experimental Environment

Our experiments were conducted using a customized im-

plementation with an experimental setup similar to the one

described in [15]. In these experiments, the radio wave prop-

agation model used is the Log-distance Path Loss Model:

PL(d) = − 10 log10
�
GtGrλ

2

(4π)2d20

�
+ 10η log10

�
d

d0

�

where η is the path loss exponent, d0 is the close-in ref-

erence distance, λ is the radio wavelength, Gt is the trans-

mitter antenna gain, Gr is the receiver antenna gain, and d

is the separation distance between transmitter and receiver

(see [16] for detailed descriptions of these parameters). All

of the parameters are chosen to emulate a 2.4 GHz wireless

radio, and if d is less than a certain threshold, the transmis-

sion power is set to the minimum transmission power of 1

dBm.

The experiments are conducted by varying the density of

the network and the geographical distribution of the nodes.

In total, there were 22 sets of experiments, and 10 trials were

run on each set. Each of the results we cite is the average

over the 10 trials.

The node density varies from 0.625 node/sq mile to 4.06

nodes/sq mile in a 4 mile by 4 mile area. The experiments

are conducted using two node distributions: one uniform

and one skewed. Specifically, in the uniformly distributed

networks, all nodes are placed using a random uniform dis-

tribution. In the networks with a skewed distribution, the

network area is equally divided into a 2 by 2 grid, with 80%

of the nodes uniformly distributed in two diagonal squares,

and the other 20% of the nodes uniformly distributed in the

other two diagonal squares.

In each experiment, after generating a placement of the

nodes, both our Min Total algorithm and the Min Max al-

gorithm of [15] are run on the network consisting of those

nodes. Each algorithm assigns power to each node such that

the resulting network is 2-Node Connected. For each al-

gorithm we measure both the maximum and average power

assigned, as well as the maximum and average degrees of

nodes in the resulting network.

The experimental results are shown in Figures 3, 4, 5, and

6. In Figures 3 and 5, “Min Max”-AVG (“Min Max”-MAX)

and “Min Total”-AVG (“Min Total”-MAX) are the aver-

age (maximum) power using the Min Max and the Min To-

tal algorithms respectively; likewise “Min Max”-AVG (“Min

Max”-MAX) and “Min Total”-AVG (“Min Total”-MAX) in

Figures 4 and 6, are the average (maximum) degrees using

the Min Max and the Min Total algorithms respectively.

5.3.3 Observations

In this section we discuss the results both in regard to the

node power assignments and in regard to the node degrees.

First, with respect to power in the cases where nodes are

uniformly distributed, our Min Total algorithm consistently

outperforms the Min Max algorithm in [15] in regard to av-

erage power by 5% -15%. In contrast, the maximum power

assigned by our algorithm is 14% -31% larger than that of

[15]. The average power is about 68% -83% of the maxi-
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Figure 3: Power in uniformly distributed network
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mum power using the Min Max algorithm, and about 44%

-70% using our algorithm. Those numbers decrease as the

density of the network increases, which implies that the av-

erage power decreases faster than the maximum power, and

a smaller percentage of nodes have the maximum power as

the network density increases.

In the skewed placements of nodes, our Min Total algo-

rithm outperforms the Min Max algorithm with respect to

average power by 6% -19%. We observe that the difference

between average power and maximum power is larger than in

uniform placements. The average power is about 50% -76%

of the maximum power using Min Max algorithm of [15], and

about 35% -64% using our algorithm. In other words, for a

given average node density, the maximum power in a skewed

network is higher than that in a uniformly distributed net-

work, while the average power in skewed is lower. The reason

is that in a skewed network the node density varies signifi-

cantly from region to region. With a larger number of nodes

in a smaller area, the average distance between two nodes
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Figure 5: Power in skewed network
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is less, hence the required power levels are, on the average,

smaller.

As a general rule, smaller is better in regard to node de-

grees in the network induced by the power assignments. In

that context, in the case where nodes are uniformly dis-

tributed, the average (maximum) degree of the network with

power assigned by our Min Total algorithm is consistently

smaller than the average (maximum) degree of the network

with power assigned by the Min Max algorithm in [15].

When using either of the algorithms, the average degree does

not vary much as the network density changes. Specifically,

the average degree is around 2.75 using our algorithm, which

is very close to the smallest degree possible since in a 2-node-

connected graph, the degree of each node must be at least

2.

The results in regard to node degrees under the skewed

node distribution are similar to those for the uniform case,

and are omitted.



6. CURRENT WORK
We are currently working on extending these results to

other graph properties such as bounded node degree, bounded

diameter, etc. We are also considering properties that in-

volve more than one graph parameter (e.g. 2-Node-connected

and bounded maximum degree). In the case of problems in-

volving Max Power, we are working on the development

of efficient algorithms for minimizing the power assigned to

each transceiver after a solution that minimizes the maxi-

mum power has been obtained.
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